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0. Preliminaries

0.1. Prerequisites

Before you read this, you should have ompleted the magi tutorials a ording to the
instru tions of Homework 1. You should also be familiar with basi on epts of metaloxide-semi ondu tor eld-e e t transistors (MOSFETs) as explained in Le ture 2.

0.2. Purpose

The purpose of the exer ises ontained in this handout is to bring together the mehani al knowledge gained from the usual magi tutorials and the ele tri al knowledge
gained from Le ture 2. At the end of working through this handout, you should on dently be able to omplete homework/lab assignment 1. This handout will also form the
basis for the magi tutorials arranged for the se ond week of lass.
1. What is layout?

Layout is the pro ess by whi h a ir uit spe i ation is onverted to a physi al implementation with enough information to dedu e all the relevant physi al parameters of
the ir uit. Cir uit layout is not the only thing we do in CS/EE 181, nor is it perhaps the
most important thing we do, but it is undoubtedly the most time- onsuming.

1.1. The ompilation pro ess

From a omputer s ientist's point of view, the layout pro ess seems familiar enough.
We are given a pie e of sour e ode, this time usually in terms of a ir uit diagram, and
we want to ompile it to an obje t ode, the physi al layout of the ir uit. Where do we
nd the ompiler? Well, for the purposes of CS/EE 181, with some minor ex eptions, you
are the ompiler!
2. The role of layout in the design pro ess

The layout step is the last major step in the design pro ess before testing and fabriation; it is the step whi h reveals to the designer all the subtle ele tri al hara teristi s
of the hitherto lean and logi al digital systems.

2.1. CIF

We ommuni ate with the hip foundry in a le format alled CIF (Calte h Intermediate Form|this format is do umented in Mead and Conway). In the olden days, hip
designers would generate CIF by drawing their designs on graph paper and onverting the
polygons to CIF by hand. Later on, digitizing tablets were used, but ultimately of ourse
the entire design pro ess was made digital. You will not be required to draw any graph
paper layout in CS/EE 181 this year! We will ex lusively use magi to generate layout, and
magi does the onversion to CIF for us. (The ommand to write CIF is simply \: if.")
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2.2. Toleran es and design rules

There is a limit to how small features the photolithographi pro ess an generate.
Generally this feature size is the width of a single minimum-width polysili on wire used as
a transistor gate (sin e this is the most important physi al ir uit dimension in determining
ir uit speed, pro esses are optimized to generate very short gates). With our tools, the
designer generates his designs in terms of a unit whi h is usually half the minimum feature
size. Thus, the width of a polysili on wire is twi e the unit of length. Following Mead and
Conway, the unit of length is alled  (whi h in this ase is not the wavelength of anything
in parti ular: : :)

2.3. S aling

Sin e physi ally smaller ir uit elements operate faster and at lower power levels than
larger ones, there has been a steady push sin e the birth of integrated ir uits to make
all the elements of the system as small as possible. Around 1970, it was realized that by
s aling all parts of a ir uit the same amount and also applying a s aling fa tor to su h
non-spatial dimensions as doping level and power supply voltage, a ir uit with, relatively
speaking, identi al hara teristi s to the uns aled one ould be obtained. This is the basis
of our insisten e to measure all our transistors in s rather than in mi rons|on e you
have designed a ir uit in a two mi ron te hnology, it's perfe tly feasible to fabri ate the
same ir uit in 0.35 mi ron te hnology and be reasonably on dent that the same general
ir uit elements will work (albeit lose to ten times faster and with mu h less power).
We have said that the smallest feature that we an fabri ate on the hip is 2 wide.
However, we an obviously draw a 1 wire in magi : : : (Try it! What happens?) What
does this mean? Well, we are simply trying to spe ify a wire whi h is so narrow that it is
unmanufa turable|if we submit a design ontaining su h wires to the foundry, many or
perhaps all the 1 wires are going to ome ba k as open ir uits, giving us a useless hip.
This is the origin of design rules.

2.4. SCMOS Design rules

The ability to draw razor-thin wires in magi is not the only way in whi h the designer
an attempt to overtax the limits of the fabri ation te hnology. There are design rules
to spe ify many other widths and spa ings in order to prevent shorts and opens from
o urring. Mutually ex lusive layers are also spe i ed in terms of design rules, e.g., there
is a rule whi h prevents nFETs and pFETs from overlapping (as you probably know, this
is physi ally impossible sin e the substrate an be either p-type or n-type but not both at
the same time.)
As everything else on the hip, the design rules also s ale with the feature size. That
is, the design rules in a modern te hnology will be similar to those in an old te hnology
with large features when expressed in s.

y

y

Well, not quite, be ause modern te hnologies are often optimized for di erent kinds of
operation from older ones, and this often leads to slightly di erent design rules. Moreover,
newer te hnologies often o er features not present in the older ones, e.g., three or more
metal layers.
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A listing of the design rules is available in le ~ ad/lib/magi /sys/s mos.te h27.
It is also available in the lab in the form of the report MOSIS S alable CMOS Design Rules
(revision 7). This report overs the design rules in terms of CIF layers. For the orresponden e between CIF layers and magi layers, see the Magi and CIF Corresponden e
Table. The most important design rules are summarized below (all distan es are minimum
design rules).
Polysili on width 2
Polysili on spa ing 2
Transistor width
3
Metal 1 width
3
Metal 1 spa ing
3
Via size
4
Metal 2 width
3
Metal 2 spa ing
4
Table of sele ted design rules for 2m SCMOS pro ess (magi design rules).
3. Working with

magi

A basi feature of VLSI te hnology (a basi abstra tion barrier , if you wish) is that
the omplexity of manufa turing a hip is (almost) entirely independent of the omplexity
of the stru tures that the designer has put on the hip.
By now, you realize that designing hips with magi involves drawing layers of olored
paint. These layers somehow orrespond to a tual physi al stru tures that are fabri ated.
Although you may for the most part ignore it, the magi layers do not orrespond dire tly
to mask layers whi h are used dire tly in the patterning pro ess. If you want to know
what is being put in ea h mask layer, use the : if ommands from inside magi :
: if see ?
CIF name "?" doesn't exist in style "lambda=1.0(nwell)".
The valid CIF layer names are: CWN, CMS, CMF, CPG, CAA, CX, CVA, CVA,
CEL, CCE, CCA, CCA, CCP, CBA, XTN, XTP, CSN, CSP, CCD, COG, XP.
magi frees the designer from having to worry about every detail of whi h layer has

to overlap whi h layer and by how mu h and where to put onta t uts, et ., and allows
him to on entrate on the most important jun tions in the design, the transistors.*
* One other thing magi frees the designer from thinking about is absolute dimensions.
magi layouts are spe i ed in s, whereas CIF is an absolute le format. CIF dimensions
are spe i ed in entimi rons.
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3.1. Making a transistor

To design a transistor in magi , start by drawing a pie e of \di usion" (i.e., :paint
pdiff or :paint ndiff). This layer does not of ourse signify that the foundry is going to
put sili on there sin e the entire hip is made of sili on. Rather than that, it means that
the indi ated area of the hip is made a tive, or in other words that the eld oxide whi h
insulates the substrate from the devi es whi h are fabri ated on top of it is made thinner
into a gate oxide. Any polysili on drawn over an a tive region is turned into a transistor
gate. Thus, to make a transistor, ross a pie e of polysili on over a pie e of ndi usion.
This makes an nFET. Analogously, a pFET is formed by interse ting the two magi layers
polysili on and pdiffusion. Try it now!

Figure 1. Forming a (nFET) transistor by overlapping polysili on and ndi usion. The a tual
transistor is formed as the interse tion of the two layers. The length of the transistor is (in this
diagram) the height of the interse tion and the width is the width of the interse tion. To redu e
onfusion, we generally des ribe the size of transistors in these terms rather than referring to the
size of the polysili on wire (whi h would result in the opposite nomen lature).

By making the transistor wider, we redu e its \on" resistan e and in rease its urrent
drive apability. (Think of it as several smaller transistors in parallel.) We all su h a
transistor strong. Conversely, we an make a weak transistor by making it longer, thus
in reasing its resistan e and redu ing its urrent drive apability. (Think of it as putting
several transistors in series.)
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Figure 2. Illustration of minimum size, strong, and weak transistors, respe tively. The
minimum size transistor is 2 long and 3 wide, the strong transistor is 2 long and 10 wide,
and the weak transistor is 8 long and 3 wide. Normally, the smallest transistor that is used is
4 wide. Weak transistors are used only in spe ial ir uits that hold state.

3.2. Using the transistor

Obviously just an un onne ted transistor is not very useful. We need to onne t the
transistor to the outside world. On the a tual hip this is done by utting a hole in the
oxide and allowing the metal1 or m1 layer (CIF layer CMF) to drip onto the a tive di usion,
forming an ohmi onta t. In CIF, this involves drawing four layers, CSN, CCA, CAA, and
CMF (see CIF orresponden e table). In magi , all you need to do is :paint nd (or
nd onta t). Sin e our main routing layer is metal, we need a way to get from polysili on
to metal as well. This is a omplished with a poly onta t or p . (Note that by default,
if you ross two magi layers they do not onne t; they merely a t as two wires insulated
from ea h other. The ex eptions to this rule are transistors and onta ts.)

Figure 3. The basi kinds of onta ts: nd , pd and p . Illustrated on a CMOS two-input
NOR gate. The pFETs would normally be made wider than in this illustration to make up for
the lower mobility of holes whi h would otherwise redu e the strength of the transistors.
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3.3. Longer wires

When we want to run wires farther than just between a few nearby transistors or
when we have two busses of metal1 that ross at right angles, we want to avoid using the
rather resistive polysili on and di usion layers for signaling. For this purpose, our pro ess
o ers another layer of metal alled metal2 or m2.

3.4. \Plugging" your design

One of the most serious early problems of CMOS VLSI was the phenomenon known
as lat hup. Lat hup o urs when parasiti bipolar transistors formed by the sideways p-n
jun tions on the hip turn on, ausing a short- ir uit urrent to ow from the power supply
to ground and melting the aluminum wires in the ir uit. The ele tri al details of lat hup
will be overed later on in lass; for now, all you need to know about it is that it an be
prevented by adding substrate onta ts to your ir uit (basi ally, this means setting the
fourth, hidden terminal of the MOSFETs to a known voltage). P-transistors' substrates
(i.e., n-wells) are to be tied to Vdd and n-transistors' substrates (i.e., p-wells) are to be tied
to GND. Use the magi layers nw and pw to do this. No hard and fast rules exist for how
many well onta ts are needed|one for every four or ve transistors (one for every two
transistors with one terminal tied to a power supply) seems to be more than suÆ ient.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the use of well onta ts on a CMOS inverter to prevent lat hup.

Note that we urrently do not automati ally he k for the presen e of well onta ts.
You must do this manually! The TAs will be very areful to he k for forgotten well
onta ts sin e leaving one out often is a fatal error.
4. How big do I make the transistor?

The rst step in learning layout is naturally to be able to design ir uits whi h are
topologi ally orre t, and this is all that is required for the rst assignment. For later
assignments, we shall try to design ir uits whi h are not only topologi ally orre t but
that also in orporate some basi ele tri al engineering knowledge and instin t.
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4.1. A CMOS ir uit in an ele tri al engineering nutshell

In a nutshell, a CMOS ir uit is a olle tion of apa itors (it is not a oin iden e that
the symbol for a MOSFET looks mu h like that for a apa itor) whi h ontrol urrent
sour es and resistive and apa itive inter onne tions. Sin e we want to make our ir uits
as fast as possible and sin e the time onstant of a resistor- apa itor network in general
is proportional to the produ t of the resistan e and apa itan e RC, we want to keep
apa itan es and resistan es as low as possible, or to put it in more appropriate terms,
we want to keep apa itan es as low as possible and ondu tan es as high as possible. Of
ourse, these two goals are often (always) at odds with ea h other. The goal of making
a fast ir uit is furthermore often at odds with the goals of redu ing power onsumption
and area. In short, we have the kind of open-ended design environment whi h leaves a lot
of room for imagination and innovation.

R

Vgs

Vgs > V
T
C

Figure 5. Nave (but for many purposes, a urate) view of an n- hannel MOSFET. The goal
of the designer should be, all other things equal, to simultaneously minimize R and C .

1.

2.
3.

4.

Here are some simple guidelines to keep in mind:
Keep the transistors minimum-length whenever possible (unless you are designing a
weak transistor on purpose, of ourse). Making transistors longer than minimum
length makes them weaker (more resistive) and more apa itive (i.e., they slow down
the input signal as well.)
Di usion is rather highly resistive and apa itive, so avoid it as mu h as possible. In
other words, put only 1 (the minimum) of di usion between the transistors and the
di usion onta ts whenever possible.
Be ause the mobility of holes in sili on is lower than that of ele trons, make the ptransistors wider than the n-transistors. A ratio of 2:1 or 1.6:1 in widths works well.
However, when you have many n-transistors in series, they are also weak, so in that
ase, you an make the n-transistors wider as well.
Polysili on is also mu h more resistive than metal. Avoid it for long inter onne tions.
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More subtly,
5. Metal 2 is run farther from the substrate than metal 1 is. Thus its apa itan e per unit
area is lower, so use metal 2 for long wires if you an. Espe ially use metal 2 for long
wires with weak drivers (e.g., bus wires that have many drivers onne ted to them);
leave metal 1 for the more powerful ontrol signals. Sin e data and ontrol wires are
usually run at right angles to ea h other, it will probably be useful to run metal 1
verti ally a ross the design (for ontrol signals) and metal 2 horizontally through the
design (for data busses).
Naturally, you are not expe ted to understand all the subtleties and ele tri al engineering details that go into these guidelines right away; mu h of the rst term of CS/EE 181 is
devoted to exploring these topi s. In the end, if you are going to design high-performan e
systems, expe t to spend a great deal of time doing analog simulations to optimize your
ir uit parameters.
5. Larger designs

There are several important issues to be addressed in order eÆ iently to design larger
systems. Large hardware systems, like large software systems, invite subtle design errors
and mismat hed interfa es (espe ially when several people are ooperating on a design).
A great deal of are and dis ipline is required to keep everything straight, and areful
planning an easily redu e the time spent designing a large system by a fa tor of two or
more.

5.1. How to partition your design into ells

Partitioning your design into ells is analogous to using fun tions or subroutines in
software, and how you partition your design should be de ided on grounds similar to those
used to write a large software system. The basi prin iple is: Never design the same ell
twi e.
Of ourse, if your design has many \similar" units in it that are not quite the same,
you have a hoi e. You an just design ea h kind of unit in a separate ell, or if you prefer,
you may design the part that is the same in all the units as a single ell and use other ells
to ll in the part or parts that vary. Ultimately, you may want to rethink your design in
su h a way that the partitioning into \units" makes more sense from a layout perspe tive.

5.2. Where to start the implementation| oorplanning and system level
de isions

How you go about the details of implementing your design is up to you, of ourse, but
a few general hints sometimes help. Start with transistor ( ir uit) diagrams of the ells
you want to implement! Try to hoose the roles of the metal layers on the system level,
not for ea h ell. Usually, you will have data traveling \horizontally" and ontrol traveling
\verti ally" (see above for the usual hoi e in metal layers). In most designs that you will
en ounter in CS/EE 181, you an de ompose the hip into a ontrol se tion (usually one
more more PLAs) and a datapath se tion. The very rst step of the physi al design is
referred to as oorplanning |this is when you de ide whi h unit goes where and where the
datapath goes in relation to the ontrol units
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Sin e the data will be arried on busses a ross your hip, it be omes extremely diÆ ult
to hange the height of your ells on e it is given (all the bits of the adder are right next
to the orresponding bits of the register next to it). Therefore, it be omes imperative that
you hoose the bit pit h on the system level. If the bits of the adder are 100 tall, you will
have problems if the bits of the register are not also exa tly 100 tall|at the very least,
you will be wasting an inordinate amount of sili on area. If you have a unit that has very
ompli ated ells, make those ells wider, and make the simplest units have very narrow
ells.

5.3. Designing your ells

On e you have the transistor diagram for the ells you want to implement, the bit
pit h, and the hoi e of metal dire tions, you an start wiring up the transistors. If you
are going to do analog simulation of your ell, you may want to do that before you wire
it up, be ause it is easier to hange when you do not have to move around a lot of metal
layers.
Often, in a large ell you often nd that some small part of it is diÆ ult to lay out
ompa tly, whereas the rest of it has extra spa e. A way to take advantage of this is to
hoose as a good pla e to start the layout of a ompli ated ell the area whi h has the
highest wiring density and nish that se tion rst.
Remember that the most restri tive (i.e., \largest") design rule of the SCMOS proesses is the spa ing between a tive n- and p-di usion. It would thus seem like a bad idea
to mix nFETs and pFETs haphazardly. Instead, isolate the nFETs in one part of the ell
and the pFETs in another and onne t them with wires. Although it may lead to longer
wiring than if you simply put related transistors next to ea h other, for the most part it
will lead to denser layout.
Finally, remember this is CS/EE 181, not a design ompetition. It is possible to spend
a great deal of time optimizing a single ell in area. It is often better to spend this time
on other a tivities. Make your designs fairly ompa t, but know when to stop! (This is of
ourse easier if your proje t is simple enough that you have plenty of spa e on the hip.)
6. Some layout styles

Ea h layout artist has his own personal design style, but there are a few \standard"
ways of going about things. We brie y examine two popular styles: gate-matrix and
towers.
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6.1. Gate-matrix layout

Gate-matrix layout has traditionally been very popular in standard syn hronous designs and is easily adaptable for automated layout. It is organized and leads to reasonably
dense designs.
The basi prin iple of gate-matrix layout is to run polysili on in straight wires at right
angles to the transistors. By using an 8 polysili on grid, onta ts an be pla ed between
any two polysili on wires and (given all the inputs and their inverses) it is quite easy to
generate an arbitrary boolean fun tion of the inputs.

Figure 6. Gate-matrix layout of restoring CMOS two-input XOR gate. Note that di usion
is used to onne t series transistors, that the gates are run straight and that both senses of the
input signals x and x need to be provided to the ir uit.

6.2. Towers

If you need to design a ir uit with large transistors, it is frequently possible to do
your layout densely in \towers" of n- and p-di usion. Remember that you an run metal
on top of the transistors on metal1! A tri k that is useful to know for this kind of layout
is \folded" transistors. By dupli ating ertain transistors upside down and sharing the
output onta t between the two transistors, it is possible to design the ir uit as unbroken
areas of di usion with wires running between them. You will nd that the onta ts in the
di usion towers alternate between signal outputs and power supplies. Tower-style layout
an be espe ially useful in modern high-performan e layout where large transistors are
required.
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Figure 7. Layout of CMOS two-input AND gate formed as an inverter as aded after a
two-input NAND gate. Note the use of metal1 wires on top of transistors, folded transistors,
and onta t sharing. Folding a transistor and sharing its output onta t allow a redu tion of the
output apa itan e (between e.g., the onta t and the substrate of the hip) at the same time as
the urrent drive apability of the transistor is in reased. (The gate of a folded transistor is the
entire \loop" of polysili on, and the output is taken from the small drain onta t at the enter of
the loop. The large sour e onta t is onne ted to a power supply, so the added apa itan e here
does not slow down the ir uit sin e this node does not swit h.) This kind of ir uit an operate
several times faster than the same ir uit designed in gate-matrix style layout.

Finally, there are situations when imposing the extra stru ture of gate-matrix or
tower-oriented layout is more trouble than it is worth. In those situations, feel free to do
\random" layout. But be prepared: It may take more time than you expe t to get a good
layout working.
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